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EDITOR’S LETTER

Editor’s letter

celebrating the
success stories
o;b1h-u7ķEditor

P

lease allow me to introduce myself as the new editor
of The Accountant. I have been with the publication for
almost two years and also welcome zoya malik as group
editor, international accounting bulletin.
|bvb|_rѴ;-vu;|_-||-h;|_;_;Ѵl-||_;ঞl;o=
our November issue, which includes coverage from our
Digital Accountancy Forum and Awards 2019, held at the
)-Ѵ7ou=bѴ|omom7ombm1|o0;uĺvr0Ѵb1-m7roѴbঞ1-Ѵ
v1uঞm|-h;v-bl-||_;-11om|-m|vo=|_;ouѴ7ķb|bv
somewhat refreshing to celebrate the industry’s success
stories.
_-m7=Ѵo=-11om|-m|vr;u=oulbm]70bovru-1ঞ1;v
_-v|_;ro|;mঞ-Ѵ|o|-umbv_|_;ruo=;vvbomĽvb7;u
u;r|-ঞomķ0|b|bvblrou|-m||ou;l;l0;u|_-||_bvbv
just a limited number of ‘professionals’. It goes underreported that millions of accountants worldwide work
with integrity each day in the public interest.
"r;m7bm]ঞl;-|ou--u7v1;u;lomķb|-v
1ol=ouঞm]|o_;-u_oou]-mbv-ঞomv-m7ruo=;vvbom-Ѵ
0o7b;v-u;ouhbm]ঞu;Ѵ;vvѴ-1uovv|_;]Ѵo0;|oblruo;

1om7bঞomv-m7|_;;mbuoml;m|ĺ|bvmo;-v|-vhķ
-7lb;7Ѵķ0|b|bv-mblrou|-m|om;ĺ
Coverage from our conference and awards includes
RSM UK’s associate director and VAT technology lead,
$olbѴ0;u|ķ_o_b]_Ѵb]_|;7-ml0;uo=bmbঞ-ঞ;v
0;bm]m7;u|-h;m0|--|_oubঞ;v-uom7|_;ouѴ7bm
-m;@ou||ov|u;-lѴbm;|-ĺ);-Ѵvo|-h;ঞl;|o=o1v
on the winners of the awards and what led to their
v11;vv;vbm|_;buu;vr;1ঞ;1-|;]oub;vĺ
Ѵv;_;u;bm|_bvbvv;ķ|_;mvঞ||;o=-m-];l;m|
11om|-m|vĽv;mboub1;ru;vb7;m|o=1;uঞC1-ঞomvķ
Dennis Whitney, talks to The Accountant about how
 v1-mCѴѴ|_;vhbѴѴv]-rbm|_;buouh=ou1;|_uo]_
1omঞm;7ruo=;vvbom-Ѵ7;;Ѵorl;m|ĺ
The Accountant has been published since 1874, and
I am excited to become a part of its rich history and to
work with members of the profession more closely, over
the coming months.
We are here to serve you, the readers, and hope to

v|-m7-u7v-m7u;rouঞm]ru-1ঞ1;v|ov;1u;v|uom];u

1omঞm;|o0ubm]obmvb]_Ѵ1om|;m|om-ѴѴ|_;h;

]Ѵo0-Ѵl-uh;|v=ou=|u;;-uvĺ uol-momŊCm-m1b-Ѵ

topics and trends that are occurring in the industry. If you

u;rouঞm]robm|o=b;ķ|_bvouh]o;v0;om7|_;

would like to contact me, I encourage you to email me at

Cm-m1b-Ѵl-uh;|v-m7Ѵoohv-|-v|oblruo;ouhbm]

the below address. 

Get in touch with the editor at: joe.pickard@verdict.co.uk
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News | Digest

news update
Auditors urgently need to improve
their challenge of management

‘Audit quality is still not consistently reaching
the necessary high standards expected’,
particularly when challenging management,
according to the UK Financial Reporting
Council (FRC)’s Developments in Audit
report.
Other shortcomings were identified in
more routine audit procedures; in particular,
those related to revenue recognition, with
revenue typically a key metric of financial
statements.
With regard to internal controls, the report
found that too many auditors were not
properly identifying relevant controls in areas
of significant risk, or were not adapting audit
approaches sufficiently when controls were
found to be deficient.
Other findings in the report included:
• Year-on-year familiarity with audited
entities can lead to the same audit
approach being followed, even when
changes in the business or trading
environment demand a different strategy;
• Too often, audit teams appear prepared
to accept what management tells them
rather than questioning its plausibility and

drawing on specialists to form their own
view, and
• Audit teams too regularly accept
unrealistic deadlines, resulting in
inadequate work.
The FRC is working with audit firms with
the aim of improving audit quality, and has
reiterated its position that it, “will hold firms
to account where remedial action is not taken
to an appropriate level or on a sufficiently
timely basis”.
The FRC’s executive director of supervision,
David Rule said, “At a time when the whole
audit market faces reform, we expect audit
firms to make audit quality their number-one
priority and to have effective programmes of
work to deliver consistently high standards.
He added, “Inconsistent quality erodes
confidence in the profession, which can lead
to diminished trust in business. Stakeholders
and investors rightly demand high-quality
work on all audits.”
“While we see many examples of highquality audit, our inspectors are still
identifying too many audits which require

significant improvements. Inspections show
that challenge of management is a particular
area of concern on which audit firms need to
focus. The FRC will continue to scrutinise
these efforts and hold firms to account for
their delivery.”
The Kingman review, which proposed
replacing the FRC with the Audit, Reporting
and Governance Authority (ARGA),
recommended that the FRC publish summary
versions of individual audit quality inspection
reports, including gradings. The FRC has
stated its intention to pilot publishing these
reports with the consent of the companies
and audit firms, starting with the 2020-21
inspection cycle.
Following the collapse of Carillion in
January 2018, the FRC came under fire
from politicians, and was described in a
government report, alongside the pensions
regulator, as being “united in their feebleness
and timidity”.
Over the past two years, the FRC
has worked to implement the measures
recommended in the Kingman review that
do not require government legislation to
be passed, such as the appointment of new
leadership.
Over the past two inspection cycles, the
FRC’s Audit Quality Review team has referred
17 audits for potential enforcement action,
and investigations have been opened in 10 of
those cases.
In the past year, the FRC’s wider
enforcement activity has seen a near trebling
of fines from £15.5m ($19.9m) in 2017-18
compared to £42.9m in 2018-19, and an
increased use and range of non-financial
sanctions, rising from 11 in 2017-18 to 38 in
2018-19.
Despite the FRC increasing the amount of
fines it has imposed on firms and individual
accountants, Jon Kingman, who led the
Kingman review, expressed concern that the
FRC would be allowed to ‘drift on’ without
the necessary legislation being passed by the
government. 
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ACCA updates tax report due to digitised economy

$_;vvo1b-ঞomo=_-u|;u;7;uঞC;7
Accountants (ACCA) has updated its tax
u;rou||o0;;uu;Y;1|1_-m];v|o|_;
]Ѵo0-Ѵ;1omolo;u|_;Ѵ-v|C;;-uvĺ
In the report Ѳo0-ѲroѲb1om|--ࢼom
o=1olr-mb;vثrubm1brѲ;v-m7ru-1ࢼ1;v,
the ACCA highlights that in a globalised
0vbm;vv;mbuoml;m|ķb|bvro|;mঞ-ѴѴ
1om|;uruo71ঞ;=ou-mom;1om|u|o
change its tax laws unilaterally.
The report was originally published in
ƑƏƐƓb|_|_;-blo=o@;ubm]0uo-7b;v
about the issues being discussed around
]Ѵo0-Ѵ|--ঞomķ-m7o=0ubm]bm]v|u1|u;
and consistency to the debate. The
r7-|;7u;rou|1o;uv1olr-m|--ঞom
and looks ahead to how the tax landscape
might unfold in the future.
ACCA’s policy lead, tax and business
law, Jason Piper said, “Our updated paper
revisits the context within which the policy
sits, as the global economy has moved on,

0|u;b|;u-|;vouroѴb1rovbঞomv_b1_
;0;Ѵb;;_-;v|oo7|_;|;v|o=ঞl;ĺ
“As we approach 2020, we believe
|_-|1oŊou7bm-|;7;@ou|vv_oѴ70;
l-7;bm|;um-ঞom-ѴѴ|o;mvu;|_-||-
systems keep pace with changes in the
way that business is conducted, capturing
|_;v0v|-m1;o=;1omolb1-1ঞb|bm
|_;1-Ѵ1Ѵ-ঞomo=Ѵb-0bѴb||o|-ĺ
supports, and is directly involved in, the
;@ou|v0;bm]l-7;-|ƑƏ-m7  Ѵ;;Ѵ
to achieve this global reform.”
$_;o@;uvu;1oll;m7-ঞomv=ou
companies, policymakers and tax advisers
which include:
• For the company or corporate
decision-maker: The ACCA believes
companies should not in principle
pursue aggressive tax avoidance, and
that companies need to consider the
wider impacts of their tax policies and
recognise that some approaches to

tax will be seen by some people as
unethical, even if they are legal;
• For the policymaker: The ACCA has
v]];v|;7|_-|-7b@;u;m|-rruo-1_
l-0;u;tbu;7=ou|_;|--ঞom
of companies, which could include
considering whether corporate tax
itself is workable at all in the new global
environment, and therefore whether
o|_;u=oulvo=|--ঞomo=1ourou-|;v
need to be developed, and
• For the profession: The ACCA believes
|_-||_;m|;um-ঞom-Ѵ |_b1v"|-m7-u7v
Board for Accountants should review
its standards to consider ethical issues
around tax avoidance and, if necessary,
clarify its guidance and standards. The
ACCA believes bodies such as IFAC and
o|_;uu;ru;v;m|-ঞ;v_oѴ71omঞm;
to engage in the public debate and
acknowledge the role of the professions
bmu;vromvb0Ѵ;0;_-bouv-m7ru-1ঞ1;vĺ
Piper added, “While debates will
1omঞm;-0o||--ঞomķ|_;_;-u|o=|_;
l-;ubv_;|_;u|-Ѵ-vķ;vr;1b-ѴѴ
=ou1ourou-|;vķu;Y;1||_;m;0vbm;vv
models of the 21st century and consumers’
b7;u;|_b1-Ѵ;r;1|-ঞomvĺ
“The accountancy profession is and
v_oѴ70;r-u|o=|_;voѴঞomĺuo=;vvbom-Ѵ
-11om|-m|vm;;7|o1omঞm;|_;bu
work with policymakers to develop
approaches that work for business and
-ѴѴo1olr-mb;v|o0;1olr;ঞঞ;-m7
ruoC|-0Ѵ;ķ_bѴ;-Ѵvol;;ঞm]b7;u
1omvb7;u-ঞomvo=vo1b-Ѵu;vromvb0bѴb|ĺĿ

SAICA appoints board chair
$_;"o|_=ub1-mmvঞ||;o=_-u|;u;7
Accountants (SAICA) has appointed Tsakani
-ѴѴ;h;-vmomŊ;;1ঞ;0o-u71_-buĺ
Maluleke was previously deputy auditorgeneral for South Africa, and has a range
of governance experience gained through
_;ur-uঞ1br-ঞomomml;uov1ourou-|;
0o-u7v-m7v|u-|;]b11ollb;;vbm0o|_
the private and public sector.
Maluleke said, “I am honoured and
humbled by the opportunity to make a
1om|ub0ঞom|o-u7vv|u;m]|_;mbm]|_;
accountancy profession. Part of our urgent
|-vhvbm1Ѵ7;;r;7bঞm]bmbঞ-ঞ;v|_-|
begun under the previous board – to put in
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rѴ-1;1ouu;1ঞ;l;-vu;v|o-77u;vvou
governance structure.
ľ-l1omC7;m||_-||_bv0o-u7ķl-7;
up of dedicated professionals, will do
everything in its power to restore the image
of the chartered accountancy profession
and bring value to our members.”
Maluleke has also aimed to contribute
|o|_;]uo|_-m7|u-mv=oul-ঞomo=
the accountancy profession through
her volunteer work with various
ou]-mbv-ঞomvķv1_-v|_;vvo1b-ঞom=ou
the Advancement of Black Accountants of
South Africa and African Women Chartered
Accountants. 

Tsakani Maluleke, SAICA
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ima:

a future
of insight
and foresight
The Accountant speaks to Dennis Whitney,
senior VP at the Institute of Management
Accountants (IMA), about the shortage of talent
in the profession, and how accountants need to
adapt and develop their skills in the digital era
The Accountant: Dennis, can you
please give an overview about the
major challenges that CFOs are facing
when building their departments with
the shortage of talent?
Dennis Whitney: Today with the changing
professions, given artificial intelligence,
robotic process automation and advanced
data analytics, CFO teams are not able to
fill the positions they need, particularly
with respect to data analytics and strategic
thinking.
There are a few reasons for that. Firstly,
finance teams today are still pretty much
overwhelmed with the more traditional role
of the finance team – the oversight of value,
preserving value, oversight skills, hindsight
skills, internal controls, financial reporting,
compliance – and they are not able to
spend as much time as they would like on
developing the future and looking to the
future, you know those foresight skills and
insight skills.
The other thing is that they are not
spending enough time training employees
for the right skills. So this is leaving a gap
and they really cannot rely on universities,
because universities are slow to change. They
are starting to add data analytics into the
curriculum, but they are really slow to adapt
to the changing needs in the economy.
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$)ثb|_mb;uvbࢼ;v0;bm]vѲo|o
change, do you think that is just
due to the changes of developments
in technology being incredibly fast
paced? Do you think it is feasible
=ou|_;mb;uvbࢼ;v|oh;;r|_;bu
curriculums up to date?

The accounting
profession has
always had to
adapt to change
DW: That is a very good question. The
accounting profession has always had to adapt
to change, but the real difference today is the
pace of change, as you said. Every six months
to a year, there are massive advancements in
technology and, to be quite frank, I am not
sure universities can keep up with that, the
way their administration works.

And they do not want to just test the latest
fad out there: they need time to consider
it and get it through all the bureaucracy to
get it onto the curriculum. But I have to say
that they are working more on data analytics,
which is helpful.
I think what would be even more helpful is
if the finance teams, the CFOs in particular,
would start working more closely with
universities. Instead of the Big Four driving
the curriculum, if the universities would work
with the industry and the big companies to
see what they want and to start teaching those
skills, I think that would really help.

TA: How would that work on
-ru-1ࢼ1-ѲѲ;;ѲĴ)_-|oѲ7
you suggest to encourage more
|-Ѳhv0;|;;mou]-mbv-ࢼomv-m7
mb;uvbࢼ;vĴo7oo|_bmho
can get that engagement going?
DW: I think that is where associations like
the IMA, AICPA, ACCA and others can
really make a difference. I think we could
create a partnership, so to speak, where all
the associations, industry and universities can
work together to develop programmes to start
building these skills.
For example, IMA has a competency
framework for management accounting,
which identifies the skills that are really

feature | skills development

needed today to perform at a high level. The
AICPA has something similar, as does the
ACCA and other accounting organisations
around the world.
Those frameworks can really help inform
the curriculum development in universities,
but we all have to work together, and it is
going to take some work. I think reality will
eventually catch up.
The shortage is becoming acute, and if the
universities do not do it, then companies are
going to have to start doing it themselves.
Associations have training programmes, either
online or live, that could work with local
universities, to get some professors to create
customised courses for their for their team.

TA: I think that is an important point,
that a lot of this is happening almost
in-house. Do we then run the risk
|_-|Ķb=1olr-mb;v-u;|u-bmbm]v|-@|o
tackle emerging technologies in one
way through their own systems and
vo[-u;Ķ;_-;-ruo0Ѳ;lb=r;orѲ;
lo;|o-7b@;u;m|1olr-mĴv|_;u;
a danger of making their skills less
transferable?
DW: I think that is a risk that the training
becomes too specialised and too customised
to particular companies and how they do
business. The other thing that is out there
now are the Massive Open Online Courses
or the online education. A lot of it is free, or
very low cost, and they are competitors of
the university. You can go online and learn
how to do data visualisation in Tableau, for
example, and that is a skill you can use in
many companies. So I think universities have
to be careful, of the competition and they
need to adapt as well.

Dennis Whitney, IMA

important. You learn about different cultures,
about how demographics can affect the
company strategy, having that broad mindset,
and the ability to keep expanding on ones
knowledge.

frameworks can really help inform the
curriculum development in universities,
but we all have to work together
The other thing I was going to say about
education that we have to be careful of is that
it is not just about the hard skills: it is also
about learning how to learn. Because, what
data analytics is now is going to be different
10 years from now.
So getting a good grounding, and a
university that is not too specialised, that also
includes a fair amount of liberal arts, means
you learn critical thinking skills that are very

TA: Do you think CPD should take
the same format of focusing on the
vo[vhbѲѲvĴu7oo|_bmhb|v_oѲ7
focus more on learning how to do
|_;7-|--m-Ѳࢼ1vĶѲoohbm]-||_;
technology?
DW: I think you have to do both. The soft
skills are great, but you also have to get down
to work and do the analysis.
One thing here at IMA for our continuing

professional development is that we have a lot
of the hard skills and we will be introducing a
couple of certificate programmes soon in data
analytics.
We also have a leadership academy where
we train management accountants in some
of those soft skills. Then, finally, we have
the CMA exam, and in January we are
introducing a whole new content domain in
data analytics. So I guess it is a combination
of things. For some people a certification
is best, for others it is getting a certificate
at a local university or taking a customised
training programme.
It is a problem for both the individuals
and the companies. The individuals need to
stay current, constantly learning. Then if the
companies want to get ahead, and if they do
not want to be disrupted by the competition,
they have to have those skills that they are
able to look into the future and have business
insight and foresight, to see what the next
technology is to help them create competitive
advantage.
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TA: How much additional pressure
do you think this is putting on the
individuals to upscale and relearn to
stay relevant within the profession?
DW: I do think it is more stressful. As
professional accountants, we have all
had to keep up with changes; continuing
education every year and learning new
technology has been a constant in
operation profession. However, I think
it is the pace of change now that is a
little daunting. I think that is the case
particularly for younger people, due to
robotics, 15 years from now, a lot of jobs
that we have now might be gone.
I have to be optimistic that there will be
new jobs and more interesting jobs, but to
get those jobs, you have to have the right
skills and so you have to be able to adapt
and learn new technologies and new ways
of thinking. I think it does put a lot of
pressure on the individuals, and it also puts

to really make a difference in your company
and have a good career.

TA: In regards to attracting talent
to organisations, if companies
have these training programmes
in place, that is a selling point
for potential recruits, because
they will have extra training and
support?
DW: Absolutely. That is a great selling
point for bringing on a person to join a
company, the company being committed
to the person’s learning and education,
and that is an investment in them.
I think employees really appreciate
that. I am going to speak from
experience here: at IMA we are very
supportive of our employees’ education
and they really appreciate it you know,
because we do not expect everybody to
stay here forever, and we are helping

there will be new and more interesting
jobs, but you have to have the right
skills and be able to adapt and learn
pressure on the companies because they
have to keep up.

them in their whole career. So I think
that is a good selling point. More
companies should do that.

TA: On the company side of things,
do you think that with the shortages
they would be more inclined to not
replace but bolster the workforce
with AI and other technologies to
perform certain tasks where the
current workforce may not have the
skills to do them?

TA: Do you think they are currently
utilising that opportunity as a
selling point to attract more staff?

DW: That is already happening. There will
be a lot more of robotic process automation,
which will eliminate jobs.
Of course that has happened in the past, in
the factories mostly, but now I think it is
starting to happen within the accounting
profession.
But it opens up new opportunities for
accountants who have the right skills. If
you are just someone who is good at debits
and credits and compliance and auditing,
the future may not look too bright for you.
If you have the more analytical-type
skills, decision-support skills, strategic
thinking, the ability to work with
technology, then you have an opportunity
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DW: Some of the more enlightened
ones are. However, a lot of companies
get so caught up in the day-to-day
work of compliance and cutting costs,
meeting those projections, that they do
not make the long-term investments in
human resources, and they are relying
on universities or other companies or
individuals’ self motivation. But I do not
think that is good investment for the future
of the company.

TA: We talked a little about data
analytics. What are the other key
skills that companies are looking to
have in their finance departments?
DW: Planning and analysis skills are also
very important. That is not just preparing
a budget and forecasting it for a couple of
years, it is really having a strategic mindset. So, being able to look at the numbers,

also having a critical mind-set and some
professional scepticism.
That strategic thinking comes with
experience. You cannot just learn that from
a textbook, but you can also learn some of
it from a textbook. I spoke earlier about
the liberal arts, I think that can help in the
long run because it gives you the skills of
critical thinking, it opens you up to other
cultures and a global mind-set.
All companies today are global, and
you have to be able to understand how
macroeconomics work, so how changes
in culture and demographics are affecting
your business. Having those types of skills,
though those are unique and not everybody
has them, but companies need those
planning and analysis skills and also the
decision-support skills, helping companies
to optimise the decisions they make and
giving the senior management the analysis
they need to make the right decision.

TA: Where are the main shortages
in talent? Is it entry level, middle
management, higher up, or is it just
across the board?
DW: Well, it is certainly entry level. A lot
of the young accountants are very good at
the auditing skills, financial accounting, but
not so much on the management accounting
skills and data analytics. So it is definitely
there. But I think it is also hitting people in
their mid-career, because they grow up with
a particular education, a more traditional
education in accounting, and so they are
lacking these data analytical skills.
I think it is a challenge for people in
their mid-careers as well but there is also an
opportunity there for them to earn another
certification like the CMA, if they have
not already done so, or to take a certificate
course to at least learn the basics of data
analytics.
I do not think that accounts needs to
become computer programmers or data
scientists, but they need to know enough so
that they can be the bridge between those
data scientists and the decision-makers in
the organisation, because a lot of these data
scientists and IT programmers do not really
connect well with the business.
The great thing about the accounting
profession is we see the entire value chain.
We know the business and we have the
technical skills so we can talk to data
scientists and then communicate with the
decision-makers. So that could be a great
role for accountants in the future.

comment | cpd

cpd:

an opportunity and
a differentiator
Accountants have the privilege of being the trusted business adviser
to their clients and colleagues. Continued professional development
(CPD) is an essential, underrated and expected part of the job, writes
Institute of Financial Accountants chief executive John Edwards

W

hether they are operating in
business as a CFO, finance
director or financial controller,
or in practice offering accountancy services
to the general public and their businesses,
accountants are seen as the ‘professional
expert’, the go-to person for business and
personal advice.
It is similar to the trust in authority given
to doctors or dentists, where expertise is
expected and assumed. Accountants have an
exceptional initial grounding in academic
learning overseen by their professional
accountancy body and years of hands-on
experience, culminating in designatory
letters, but it is essential to keep up to date
in an environment where there is constant
legislative and regulatory change. That
is where CPD comes in – an essential,
underrated and expected part of being an
accountant.
When it comes to the topic of CPD,
accountants typically fall into two schools of
thought. A majority consider CPD in terms
of the cost to the business – time, money
and effort – while a smaller collective view
CPD as an opportunity – to keep up to
date and legally compliant, and to use as a
differentiator from the competition.
What is clear regardless is that all too
often CPD becomes an afterthought in the
annual fiscal plan, with our recent research
identifying that one in five accountants
complete at least 50% of their annual CPD
requirement within 30 days of deadline, and
that one in 12 accountants do not prioritise
enough verifiable CPD each year.
As a professional body, we set an annual
CPD requirement for all members of 40

hours per annum, made of at least 50%,
but preferably 75%, verifiable sources. We
consider CPD an essential part of running a
business. It is about maintaining competence
in every aspect of the services you offer
to clients, and plays an essential role in
retaining repeat custom and attracting new
clients – not to mention being a mandatory
requirement of your professional body.

EFFECTIVE PLANNING
Maximising the effectiveness of CPD most
simply comes down to planning.
Our research has highlighted a trend of
‘last-minute’, which adds a sense of pressure
and feelings of ‘cost’ to the business. Instead,
we recommend a more planned annual
schedule – at the beginning of each year,
reflecting on the services you offer, selfreflecting on your own skills, reviewing the
speed of change for your services, and then
spreading this out over the course of 12
months.
Assuming a true annual calendar, 50% of
your CPD should be selected and booked
before January to complete by June, with the
remaining 50% of hours to be completed
in the second half, or more usefully to be
allocated to reactive topics in line with
legislative updates and roll-out from
government. This way, it becomes an easy,
manageable opportunity for the business, and
assures considered value rather than a mad
scramble to comply.
Considering CPD as an opportunity
may be a thought-shift, but it is a valid one.
Differentiation is a core benefit – putting you
ahead of the competition and establishing

reputation as a niche specialist or market
leader with cutting-edge knowledge.
So too is the upsell potential, using your
new-found knowledge as a marketing tool to
gain more work – indeed one of our member
firms, More Than Accountants in Bolton,
used Making Tax Digital to nearly double its
turnover for the year.
Finally there are the tangential benefits:
being part of a learning community, gaining
expert support, feeding an inquisitive mind
and generally gaining confidence in areas of
weakness.
If you are still not sold on the advantages of
early CPD planning, then consider it in terms
of risk to your business. You may not have
had any tangible consequences from poor
CPD planning (yet), but that does not mean
risk in the future does not exist. At best, being
out of date or behind the curve will result
in a loss of clients – you are not providing
the service that they expect of you. At worst,
the danger of out-of-date knowledge is the
direct cost of claims on your professional
indemnity insurance, and potentially your
entire business and livelihood – plus, you can
be referred to the regulatory committee and
fined for non-compliance too.
Our advice: make CPD an essential part
of your monthly workload and plan it to
coincide with natural troughs in the fiscal
calendar. Pick training that is relevant and
timely and has the added benefit of academic
endorsement where possible, as well as an
established learning community for peer
advice and support.
Finally, do not leave it to the last minute. It
can diminish the relevance and value of CPD,
and you deserve better than that! 
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why accountants are

poised to take lead
data-governance roles
The enormous and ever-growing collection of numbers, images and other sources of
data has the potential for positive change, but if used maliciously by bad actors, could
cause great harm for individuals and society at large, writes Tashia Batstone, senior
vice-president, external relations and business development at CPA Canada

E

very second of every day, on factory
floors and in offices, down in the
streets and from the skies above,
a vast array of technologies collects and
creates data.
Harnessing and realising the full potential
of data is one of the pivotal challenges of our
time and a key focus of Foresight: Reimagining
the Profession, an ambitious consultation
effort spearheaded by Chartered Professional
Accountants of Canada (CPA Canada) to
help define the profession’s future.
During the second half of 2018, CPA
Canada gathered a select group of its
members and outside experts to discuss how
best to prepare for the future in today’s everevolving global economy. Building on those
initial discussions, Phase 2 is now underway,
and has established a governance model and
targeted workstreams focusing on the role
of the profession in value creation and data
governance.
Our work on Foresight highlighted that
the world is moving to an economy driven
by technology and data. In response to the
changing environment, the accounting
profession needs to consider its role in
helping to ensure data is high quality, fit for
purpose and can be trusted to guide effective
decision-making. With our experience
in providing financial information that
is reliable and useful, CPAs are uniquely
positioned to take on these new roles.
Of critical importance will be the
development of data governance standards
of practice. The integrity of data depends
on appropriate data governance standards,
which will ensure the data is valid, reliable
and trustworthy. The development of
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appropriate standards of practice for data is
vital because this will allow decision-makers
to make informed decisions and drive success.
For this work, the profession’s leadership
in developing accounting and assurance
standards provides it with knowledge and
experience that translates well into developing
new data governance standards.

HARNESSING POTENTIAL
To fully exploit the potential of data,
standards will be needed for data valuation,
its collection and grading, access and sharing
protocols, as well as related analytics and
solution development strategies. Various
Canadian standard-setters, such as the
Standards Council of Canada and the
Canadian Standards Association, along with
their international counterparts, are already
exploring these areas
However, data-related standards are not
enough alone. To truly take advantage of
the information age, organisations are going
to need highly skilled professionals who are
immersed in data governance. Increasingly,
that role is being taken by chief data officers
(CDOs). Not to be confused with chief
information officers, who oversee IT software,
hardware and related projects, CDOs require
financial, technical and analytical skills.
They also must be able to understand and
navigate the increasingly complex web of
legal, regulatory and ethical requirements
surrounding the collection and use of many
different types of data.
As trained professionals with expertise
and experience in the realms of collecting,
analysing and developing strategies based

on financial data, accountants are already
very well positioned to fill the CDO role.
However, the profession needs to recognise
that the accountant’s toolkit will need to
be updated to ensure we have the skills and
competencies necessary to help organisations
unlock the tremendous potential associated
with leveraging data-driven decision-making
in their day-to-day business.
In Canada, the Chartered Professional
Accountant education programme’s
competency map was recently updated to
enhance its focus on technology, including
data analytics. This will help ensure that the
next generation of Canadian CPAs will adapt
smoothly to data-rich workplaces. In addition,
our continuing education training will need
to develop training to assist current CPAs to
develop the skills and competencies needed to
embrace these new roles.
But the accounting profession cannot do
this alone. While there are enormous benefits
in moving to a data-driven economy, there
is no avoiding issues that will inevitably arise
such as privacy, security and ownership of
data. To meet the broad requirements of the
greater public interest, accountants will need
to work with a range of private and public
sector organisations, including various levels
of government and regulators, to ensure
the benefits of the new information age are
shared widely and fairly.
As part of this effort, CPA Canada wants
input from the international accountancy
community. We want accountants everywhere
to read and share The Way Forward
information, and join our online platform to
take part in the wider discussion. We all have
a stake in our profession’s future. 
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tax digitisation:

revolutionary
changes and
challenges

At the Digital Accountancy Forum and Awards
2019, RSM UK associate director and VAT
technology lead Tom Gilbert discussed a range of
initiatives introduced by tax authorities around
the globe in an effort to streamline VAT returns

H

istorically within our industry
we had to be able to fill in a lot
of forms, such as the VAT return
form for example. This has now changed
and evolved as we are submitting a lot more
information digitally. We are submitting
digital information to tax authorities in
more and more countries and it is this
theme of tax digitalisation that I am
discussing in my presentation.
I would like to make reference to what
the Institute of Chartered Accountants
in England and Wales (ICAEW) has said
about tax digitalisation: ‘Talking about

true digitalisation has to be revolutionary
and considering not only how taxpayers
complete their, filings, what is taxed, and
how authorities can leverage powerful data
pipelines, and complete and audit taxes
without a filing being made.’
Revolutionary sounds like a big word but
actually if we look at Latin America where
the tax take has increased significantly and
has paid for improvements to healthcare,
education, and infrastructure, to the
people living in those countries, it could be
considered revolutionary.
Looking at what tax authorities have

been doing in Europe and Latin America
there a number of different categories of tax
digitalisation that tax authorities have been
influencing.

REAL-TIME REPORTING
Spain was the first country to introduce
real-time reporting with the SII system in July
2017.
In Spain, businesses need to submit
purchases and sales information if they selling
or buying anything regarding B2B, within
four days.
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Tom Gilbert, RSM UK

That was quite a big change from
what companies had to do previously.
Submitting that information digitally was
actually quite a big challenge.
Similarly, in Hungary, where again if a
company sells B2B and by a set amount,
they need to supply that information in
a digital format to the Hungarian tax

SAF-T
In terms of these different initiatives
and the challenges they create for business,
the first key point is standards. With the
OECD Standard Audit File for Tax (SAF-T),
unfortunately each country implements it in
their own way. So some countries will request

the changes and challenges that have been
introduced are all causing businesses to
really change what they are doing
authorities in near real-time, in the same
day or as soon as possible.
These changes that have been
introduced by the tax authorities in
different countries are all causing
businesses to really change what they are
doing.
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periodic information whereas others will
request information on demand. They might
also ask for different data fields and others
will add in extra information. So this creates a
total lack of standard between countries.
If you have got a business operating in
Poland generating SAF-T, you cannot use that

same system to generate the Luxembourg
SAF-T file for example; it is just not as
simple as that unfortunately.
Another challenge which goes handin-hand with that, is the lack of global
software vendors. If you are a mediumsized or a large-sized business and you
are operating in a number of European
countries as well as some other countries in
Latin America or Asia, there is not a global
software vendor that will supply you with
software that will be able to do all of that.
They might only be able to do some of it
for you.
Some of the big software vendors might
be able to do all of the European countries
for example, but then it starts getting a bit
blurred when you are looking at some of
the real-time reporting requirements, and
also some of the SAF-T elements as well.
In particular with the SAF-T because it is
not just looking at VAT, it is gathering data
from the whole of the business, so that is a
challenge.
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E-INVOICING
Italy recently introduced pre-clearance
invoicing and to do this they had to actually
get an EU derogation otherwise they would
have been breaking EU VAT laws. What this
means is that in Italy, you can no longer just
submit an invoice to a customer or on the
supply side.
In order to issue invoices you have to do
it by the e-invoicing platform which is really
putting the Italian tax authority right at the
heart of that transaction, so it is quite a big
departure to what we have seen previously,
and also quite different to the other
e-invoicing types there as well.

DATA QUALITY
Another challenge is data quality. If you
are submitting information you need to be
100% sure that that data is accurate and it is
reliable. If you talk to big businesses and ask
them are they happy with data quality, most
big businesses automatically say no. So data
quality is a big issue and a big challenge.
The Tax Administration report 2019 had
some interesting statistics in terms of tax
authorities’ move to digitalisation. Looking
at AI, 10% of the tax authorities said that
they have got AI technology in place already,
another 15% implementing it, and a big
percentage are planning on doing so as well.
Quite a few tax authorities are using RPA
already, and a number are implementing or
planning it. This is not a surprise. We know
that HMRC have something like 80 or 90
different robots that they are running and
using to process and do an awful lot of backoffice type tasks.
That is the direction of travel so we have to
advise clients that they are a 100% accurate
with their data.

MTD
When I talk about MTD, I like to look at the
reasons for introducing it. The obvious one is the
tax gap, the difference between how much VAT
is actually received by HMRC and how much
should be received.
Research in the UK shows that failure to take
reasonable care and errors in information make
up the biggest proportion of that VAT gap. It is
not fraud or the hidden economy or anything
like that; it is not taking the time to make sure
that the calculations are done right and failing to
take reasonable care. So you can see why HMRC
have taken the route they have with MTD.

HMRC have made an investment of
£1.3bn ($1.67bn) in the whole MTD
programme which is pretty significant.
In terms of looking ahead at where we
might be going with MTD and not just
looking at the requirements now, there is
this provision for supplementary data in the
requirements in VAT notice already, and
this is likely to be the transactional data that
makes up the numbers in your VAT return.
So it is likely we are going to be submitting
transactional data to HMRC.
What that is going to drive is a focus on
data quality. If businesses are submitting
transactional data, they are going to want to

the world’s most valuable resource is
no longer oil: it is data. ultimately, tax
authorities have got on board with that
make sure that data quality and data accuracy
is 100%. You cannot rely on it being 99%
correct because HMRC is likely to pick up on
that 1%.

FUTURE TAX TRENDS
Looking at the key trends over the next five
to 10 years, the focus from a business point
of view is going to be getting the data quality
right.
From the tax authorities point of view as
well, they are also going to be focusing on
data quality.
There is another quote from the Tax
Administration Report, basically saying
that the tax administrations are getting lots
of data, they are getting data from other
tax administrations. We know that tax
administrations are collaborating so if you
are a business submitting VAT returns in
one country and you are submitting other
statistical information in another country, if
they are reconciling, at some point the tax
authorities will start to realise this. When you
are thinking about data you are submitting,
it is not just the VAT return, it is a number
of other sources of data as well. It is thinking
about that bigger picture.
Data quality is something that I really talk
about a lot, but then thinking about how
we are going to be advising clients, and that
compliance role, is going to see a big change
over the next five to 10 year period.
The role of the tax adviser will clearly be

changing. Businesses are going to have to get
VAT compliance right, get data right, and
data calculations right, so there is going to be
work there to help those businesses do that.
Businesses will need significant assistance
to adapt to all the system changes and new
processes, especially when tax authorities are
introducing updates to requirements.
Elsewhere, I think we are going to see the
end of the periodic VAT return. Poland have
already announced this, though it has been
delayed slightly. The reason why Poland is
doing that is because the JPK, the SAF-T file
in Poland, it is already including information
in the VAT return. The question is that with
more and more real-time reporting, why
would you need a quarterly VAT return to
hold all of this information?
I think we are going to see more
prepopulated returns, so that could take
away the compliance function, but I think
businesses are still going to be doing their
own calculations and compliance to check
that the tax authority and VAT calculation is
correct.
A lot of big businesses still use Excel to do
their VAT return calculations and they are
going to have move away from Excel to using
dedicated VAT reporting tools, or VAT forms
on a regional, national, or global basis.
To conclude, the world’s most valuable
resource is no longer oil, it is data. We are
very data driven and ultimately tax authorities
have got on board with that and I think that
is going to be the direction of travel.
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daf 2019:

the winners
announced
The winners of the Digital Accountancy Forum & Awards 2019 were revealed during
a gala dinner at the Waldorf Hilton in London on 3 October. Following a conference
that included keynote speeches and panel discussions from a range of speakers, the
awards helped showcase the best of the best in the accounting industry

Network of the Year

Sustainability Champion of the year

Russell Bedford

IAPA

ľ;bm]m-l;7;|ouho=|_;+;-u-v-0voѴ|;Ѵ=-m|-vঞ1Ĵ);Ľ7
experienced impressive growth across all our regions, adding several
m;l;l0;uvbmru;bovѴmu;ru;v;m|;7Ѵo1-ঞomvķb|_u;=;uu-Ѵv
0;|;;moL1;vbm1u;-vbm]1omvb7;u-0Ѵķ-m7;Ľ7Ѵ-m1_;7-ml0;uo=
m;bmbঞ-ঞ;vĺo;;uķ-Ѵ|_o]_|_;u;vѴ|o=ou]uo|_v|u-|;]-v
clearly a major factor, I believe it was our enhanced online presence and
u;b|-Ѵbv;7ruoCѴ;|_-|rѴ-;7-0b]r-u|ĺ$_;u;Ŋ;m;u]bv;7;m]-];l;m|
witness from our members all over the world has been overwhelming.”

“We are extremely pleased to be recognised for IAPA’s commitment to
sustainability. IAPA has seen considerable growth over the past year
b|_|_;7;;Ѵorl;m|o=bmmo-ঞ;voѴঞomvķ|ooѴv-m7v;ub1;v=ou
oul;l0;uvĺ)b|_|_;Ѵ-m7v1-r;;;u1_-m]bm]ķ;-1ঞ;Ѵv|ub;|o
blruo;-m7-7-m1;|_;;1omolb1ķ;mbuoml;m|-Ѵ-m7vo1b-Ѵ1om7bঞomv
b|_bmou-vvo1b-ঞomķ-m7bѴѴ1omঞm;|ol-h;1_-m];vbmou
partnership with our members, ensuring that we meet today’s needs
without compromising the future.”

Association of the Year

Rising Star Association

Praxity Global Alliance

Allinial Global

“We are honoured and delighted to receive this award for the fourth
ঞl;bmvb;-uvĺ|bv-|;v|-l;m||ooul;l0;uCulv-m7|_;bu
1omঞm;7]uo|_ĺuCulvv_-u;|_;bu1ol0bm;7;r;uঞv;=uol
v|u-|;]b1Ѵo1-ঞomv-uom7|_;ouѴ7ķ1u;-ঞm]_b]_Ѵ1v|olbv;7
0vbm;vvvoѴঞomv-m7ruob7bm]vr;1b-Ѵbv|u;]bom-ѴhmoѴ;7];bmo;u
110 countries. Independent expert advisers are hand-picked from more
|_-mƔƐķƏƏƏruo=;vvbom-Ѵv-m7ouhbmbm|;um-ঞom-ѴlѴঞ7bv1brѴbm-u
|;-lvĺ|bv|_bvv;-lѴ;vv1oѴѴ-0ou-ঞom|_-|l-h;vu-b|vov11;vv=ѴĺĿ

ľ)bmmbm]|_;!bvbm]"|-uvvo1b-ঞom-v-lbѴ;v|om;o=-Ѵb7-ঞom
for Allinial Global. It validates that we are becoming a world-class
-vvo1b-ঞomķ-m7b7;mঞC;vv-v0;bm]]Ѵo0-ѴѴu;1o]mbv;7ĺѴ|_o]_
we began as a start-up in November 2015, Allinial Global has had
|u;l;m7ov]uo|_-m7u;1o]mbঞomķ-m7ouv|u-|;]o=0;bm]1Ѵb;m|Ŋ
focused and member-driven contributed to our success. We have
executed this strategy by building tools and resources around what our
l;l0;uv-m7|_;bu1Ѵb;m|vv-|_;-m|=uolouou]-mbv-ঞomĺĿ
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Professional Body of the Year
Thought Leadership Initiative of the Year

Capacity-Building Champion of the Year
ICAEW

ACCA

ľuo=;vvbom-Ѵo7o=|_;+;-ubv-]u;-|u;Y;1ঞomom|_;ouho=l-m
teams across ACCA and with our stakeholders – members, learning
providers, employers and others. Our entry focused our China 30th
anniversary, our professional insights research, our work in audit for
the public interest and our quarterly themes. The Thought Leadership
mbঞ-ঞ;o=|_;+;-u;m|u-v0-v;7omouu;rou|How accountants can
bridge the global infrastructure gap, which was produced in partnership
with CPA Canada and had global reach, relevance and resonance.”

“ICAEW is honoured to receive the Capacity-Building Champion of
the Year 2019 award, which recognises our work to strengthen the
u;]Ѵ-ঞomo=-7b|ouvbm7;;Ѵorbm]1om|ub;vķ;vr;1b-ѴѴ|_uo]_
developing audit quality assurance systems. These are vital for hight-Ѵb|Cm-m1b-Ѵl-m-];l;m|ķu;rouঞm]-m7-7bঞm]ķ;mvubm]|_-|
auditors perform to high professional and ethical standards. This builds
1omC7;m1;bmCm-m1b-Ѵbm=oul-ঞomķvrrou|v0vbm;vv7;;Ѵorl;m|-m7
-11;vv|oCm-m1;ķ-m7bv-=om7-ঞom=ou;1omolb1]uo|_ĺĿ

Young accountant of the Year

Personality of the Year

Jigar Doshi

Stephen Hamlet, CEO, Russell Bedford
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the role of CEO at Russell Bedford just over two years ago, I knew I had
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“I am both pleased and humbled to have received this award. This
-11oѴ-7;bvmo|fv|=oul;ķ0|u;Y;1|v|_;;@ou|vo=l;mঞu;|;-lķ
_or|bmml;uov_ouvķf]]Ѵbm]|;7bovor;u-ঞomv-Ѵom]vb7;
client pitches and strategising. Their energy is remarkable. As they and
1omঞm;|o]uoķhmo|_-||o7;rѴo|;1_moѴo]|obm7bu;1||-
l-;uvbm-vl-u|-ķo_-;|oѴooh|o=|u;orrou|mbঞ;v_bѴ;
resolving current challenges.”

ľ|ooh-1omv1bov7;1bvbom|o|u-;Ѵ|o-vl-ml;l0;uCulv-v
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the human element in a world of rapid technological change. The
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the full list of DAF 2019 award winners
Network of the year
!vv;ѴѴ;7=ou7m|;um-ঞom-Ѵ

Sustainability champion of the year
IAPA

$_o]_|Ѵ;-7;uv_brbmbঞ-ঞ;o=|_;;-u
ACCA

Rising star network
-uh;u!-m7-ѴѴm|;um-ঞom-Ѵ

r;mv;l-m-];l;m|vo[-u;o=|_;
year
Xero

Professional body of the year
ACCA

vvo1b-ঞomo=|_;;-u
Praxity Global Alliance
!bvbm]v|-u-vvo1b-ঞom
Allinial Global
7b|bmmo-ঞomo=|_;;-u
PwC
Advisory project of the year
"vbm;vvomvѴঞm]Ő;b-ő

!vo[-u;o=|_;;-u
Symphony
ollmb1-ঞomv1-lr-b]mo=|_;;-u
Nexia SAB&T
11om|-m1vo[-u;o=|_;;-u
mYo

Capacity-building champion of the year
ICAEW
Young accountant of the year
Jigar Doshi
Personality of the year
Stephen Hamlet, CEO, Russell Bedford
b=;ঞl;-1_b;;l;m|
Raul Corrêa da Silva
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